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5 Takeaways from the Autumn
Accelerator Conference Season
by Rok Hrovatin, Ph.D.

I spent the time from August to October hopping from one accelerator conference to another. Here are the insights
I gained on the road.
paratory and planning phase mostly
focuses on scientific goals, i.e. on experiments, and in the next steps on
the technologies to be used in the
construction of the project. Yet, the
focus of the conference presentations
are predominantly on the second half
of the planning.

Oh, on my way to RuPAC I also stopped by at IBIC—the 7th International Beam Instrumentation
Conference which was held at Shanghai

The tour started with the 15th Annual
Meeting of the Particle Accelerator Society of Japan (PASJ) which took place
in Nagaoka in early August, continued
to the 29th Linear Accelerator Conference (LINAC18) in Bejing (China) in
September and ended in Moscow at
the Russian Particle Accelerator Conference (RuPAC) in October.

1. There is a lot going
on in the field of
particle accelerators
Talking about linacs, the most important topic nowadays are hadron linacs.
There is a range of facilities under operation, being upgraded or constructed, e.g. ESS, SNS and CSNS (spallation
sources), FRIB, FAIR, SARAF (use of superconducting structures), to name
just a few projects. The use of linacs

in Proton and Heavy ion therapy was
also reported.

I also detected that some relatively big
projects were not presented at all — in
spite of their drive and decision to realize them. I wonder about the reason
behind that — is it due to unclear assignments, or perhaps they are at a
stage too early and too sensitive to
disclose the intentions.

However, compared to LINAC18,
where the world’s most important
projects were categorised as “electron”,
“hadron”, “technologies” and “beam
dynamics”, local conferences such as
PASJ and RuPAC mostly reflected the
developments and achievements of
the domestic scenes.

2. The big scientific
projects are getting
bigger and bigger
Due to their size, the projects appear
to be less in number but are actually
growing in terms of cumulative effort.
It is obvious that the largest projects
are planned and constructed in collaborations of several countries. A
significant and comprehensive pre-

Recognize him?

3. The main challenge
of big scientific
projects is having the
technology ready
In terms of technology, the main challenge is to have the technologies
ready when the projects are defined.
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Following the organizational patterns
of big projects, the priorities are well
sorted out — in a way that most longterm high-effort tasks are considered
first, as unavailability of technologies
linked to these tasks also represents
the highest risk for the big projects.
The assessment of time and effort, of
course, is considered correct.
It seems the complexity of systems
for the big sci projects in future will
only grow. To be frank, it needs to be
scaled — the complexity will grow due
to the growth of performance requirements. It will be crucial that the alignment of requirements will be done in
several segments in parallel and on
time.

4. Awareness of
the existence of
technologies and
careful planning are
the key to a successful
project
When scientific facilities are planned,
the focus is on mechanics, physical
mechanisms and missing technologies. From the system point of view,
the engineering part, i.e. the integration of the systems, is addressed but
in lot less detail and the controls and
the processes of their realization get
even less attention. Fortunately, there
are exceptions to this observation:
FAIR and ESS addressed the controls
segment early. There is yet another
part of the observation: the effort estimates for the controls segment are
often a factor lower than what is really
required later in the project.

Some snapshots from the road. At PASJ (top left), booth with a view at LINAC (left and right).

5. There is a hierarchy
even among projects
There is a hierarchy even among projects — in particular, if several of them
are parts of a big project. This can be
seen at GSI — planning the upgrade of
Unilac and the construction of a CW
linac. Priorities simply have to be set,
but one should do the necessary tasks
in order to be ready on time with the
execution of the project with a lower
priority. So in this case sometimes it
seems that GSI is running two projects
in parallel — while in reality all moves
and activities are carefully aligned. It is
actually the nature of the projects that
most of the activities are to be done in
a continuous mode.

AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY
Rok Horvatin joined Cosylab in the very beginning of
2015 and is able to apply his vast experience gained
in industry and in the quality and standards arena to
identify appropriate control system solutions for unique
problems in the world of particle accelerators and big
physics.
In his free time, Rok enjoys running, working around his
house, long motorbike journeys, kayaking, sailing and
cycling. He feels that his leisure time is always too short,
but he always enjoys whatever free time he has. He prefers wine over beer and sausages over foie gras. Most of
all he likes spending quality time with his grandsons.
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SwissFEL Event Timing System
By Babak Kalantari (PSI), Roger Biffiger (PSI), Sašo Skube (Cosylab), Tom Slejko (Cosylab), Tomaž Šuštar (Cosylab)

SwissFEL is the Paul Scherrer Institut’s (PSI) new Free-Electron Laser facility.

Introduction
The new Free-Electron Laser facility is
a 740 m long accelerator with the goal
of providing pulses of light between 6
and 30 fs long at a wavelength of 1 to
7 Å at 100 Hz [1, 2].
In order to support flexible beam rates
and machine protection assistance, a
reliable and adaptable triggering system is required. The triggering system
must be capable of distributing events
at a maximum rate of 142.8 MHz and
also be able to program flexible event
sequences at 100 Hz. In addition to
the distribution of the events, the timing system has to distribute a unique
identifier for each pulse (the Pulse ID),
to support beam synchronous data
acquisition [3]. This article presents
solutions for the event timing system
that were developed in collaboration
between PSI and Cosylab.

Overview

Figure 1: SwissFEL building

Linac1, etc.). Timing distribution stations consist of multiple fanout modules that distribute the event stream
to the final clients. The two SwissFEL
experimental areas each have one
timing distribution station. These
distribution stations have additional
logic which allows users to add custom events to the incoming (original)
event stream.

The Event Timing System (Figure 2)
distributes triggers along the machine. A trigger is distributed by sending a special event code over the timing network to the final Event Receiver
(EVR). The EVR is then configured to
perform the desired actions upon receipt of specific event codes, e.g. generating an electrical pulse.
The Timing Master (Event Master — EVM) generates an event stream
(sequences of event codes) and transmits it over an optical link to the distribution stations/fanouts. There is one
timing distribution station for each
section of the machine (Gun, Injector,

Figure 2: Event Timing System layout at SwissFEL

In addition to the event stream,
the timing system also distributes a
unique identifier for each pulse (Pulse
ID) and the super-period [3], i.e. a signal that represents the greatest common divisor of all frequencies used
in the facility. The distributed timing
system is integrated into the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control
System (EPICS).
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Data Distribution over the
Timing Network
The timing network is also used for
real-time data distribution. Here, two
types of data distribution mechanisms
are available:
1. Distributed bus: distributes 8 binary signals across the entire timing
network. SwissFEL uses this mechanism to distribute the super-period
signal.
2. Distributed data: distributes arbitrary data packages that are timemultiplexed between event codes
and distributed bus data (Figure 3).
SwissFEL distributes per pulse data
(e.g. unique Pulse ID, etc.) using this
feature. Distributed data can also be
sent from event receivers back to the
timing master.

Control Sheet
events in a sequence
◊ Automatic identification of the timing
network topology
◊ Improved data transfer protocol for
sending arbitrary data (Distributed
data), by introducing partial (segmented) data transmission
◊ EVR embedded inside the EVM

Figure 4 shows different hardware
components that are in use at SwissFEL:

Hardware
The Timing System is based on Micro
Research Finland (MRF) event system
products [5, 6]. SwissFEL requirements
pushed MRF timing components to a
new generation (300 series) that includes:
◊
◊
◊
◊

Event clock up to 142.8 MHz
Active delay compensation
Masked sequencer events
Conditional trigger outputs on the
EVR, based on the presence of the

Figure 3: How data is transmitted
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5. Recovered event clock: The EVR
can generate an output using a recovered event clock that is in phase with
the event master clock input
6. Triggers: The EVR can generate
electrical pulses with configurable
widths and delays. Pulses are triggered by received events.
7. Inputs: The EVR supports inputs
that can be configured to send an
event code to the timing network or
propagate their input state over the
Distributed bus (see: Data Distribution
over the Timing Network).
8. Form factors: Different form factors support different host interfaces.
At SwissFEL, VME and PCIe and embedded form factors are used.

Timing Protocol
In each event clock cycle (142.8 MHz),
two bytes are transmitted. The first
byte is reserved for the Event code,
while distributed bus and distributed
data bytes are transmitted alternately
in the second byte (Figure 3). The bytes
are encoded with 8B10B encoding so
in essence 20 bits are transferred in every cycle of the event clock [6].

5

Figure 4: Event Timing System hardware used at
SwissFEL

1. RF clock input: The RF clock input is used to provide the event clock
(142.8 MHz) to the timing system.

The VME-EVM-300 is used as an Event
Master as well as for Fanouts in the
timing distribution stations. Event
receivers are available in VME and in
PCIe form factors. In addition to hardware EVRs, an open source EVR IP Core
(FPGA module) “embedded EVR” is also
available that allows development of
custom FPGA applications.
As of August 2018, the following timing system hardware components are
in operation at SwissFEL:

2. Digital I/O: Ports can be mapped
and distributed across the timing network. The EVM also uses digital inputs
to trigger sequences (e.g. an AC trigger derived from the mains frequency)
and handle machine interlock signals.

◊
◊
◊
◊

3. SFP optical transceivers: Timing
hardware uses industry standard SFP
optical transceivers thus supporting
both single and multimode fibers.

The Timing Master is the heart of the
timing system. The Timing Master
(Figure 5) consists of the EVM and an
IFC1210 single board computer, both
in a VME crate. The Timing Master Application that runs on the single board
computer is responsible for:

4. Modular I/O: Inputs/outputs are
modular and can be LVTTL, LVPECL,
HFBR or NIM.

73 VME-EVM-300 boards
44 PCIe-EVR-300 boards
156 VME-EVR-300 boards
194 embedded EVRs

Timing Master

◊ configuration and programming of
the EVM,
◊ exposing the status and control parameters to the control system and its
users.
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Beam Rate Control
Electrons get accelerated only if the
Gun Laser and RF pulse fire in sync
with each other. If the Gun Laser is
delayed with respect to the RF or vice
versa, the electrons are not accelerated, and hence there is no beam.
The adjustment of the relative delay
between the Gun laser and RF is used
to control the beam rate while still allowing the systems (Laser, RF) to run
at constant repetition rates in order
to guarantee temperature and overall
stability.
If the beam generation has to be suppressed, special events (e.g., “Laser
OFF”, “RF OFF”) are distributed. If these
“OFF” events are present in the current
sequence, a different delay is applied
when the local trigger pulse is generFigure 5: Timing Master architecture

Figure 5 shows the architecture of the
Timing Master:
1. The Timing Master Application is implemented as an EPICS Input Output
Controller (IOC) application running
on top of a Linux OS with a PREEMPT_
RT patched kernel. It is responsible for:
◊ configuring and monitoring of the
EVM
◊ calculating timing/event sequences
◊ real-time programming of the sequence buffers (switch sequences every 10 ms)

2. The Distributed bus is used to propagate the super-period signal.
3. The Timing master distributes realtime/per pulse data. (current Pulse ID,
timestamp, etc.)
4. Event sequences are calculated on
the fly at the machine repetition rate
(100 Hz). Two sequencer RAMs are
used in a ping-pong mode; while one
is executing a sequence the other one
is being programmed. (Figure 6)

Figure 6: Ping pong loader
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ated (in the laser lab or at the RF station). The same approach is used to
suppress the beam in the case of a
Machine Protection System (MPS)
alarm. This logic is initially configured
through software but run directly by
the hardware, in order to achieve reliability and short response times in
case of the MPS alarm. For this, special masking features of the hardware
components were used. On the Timing Master, the masking logic controls
the distributing of the “OFF” events
depending on the MPS or software inputs. On the EVR side, the masking is
used to control the local delay of the
trigger depending on the previously
received events. An example is shown
in Figure 7.

Developed Software
In order to prepare the Timing System
for operation, a large set of software
has been developed in collaboration
between PSI and Cosylab. The software ranges from low-level device
drivers to graphical user interfaces.
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Figure 7: Beam rate control

Hardware interfaces and low-level
logic are written in EPICS (C++). System properties are exposed to the
network through the EPICS Channel
Access protocol. User interfaces were
created with CaQtDM (Display manager for EPICS used at PSI) and Python.
The software that was developed or
adapted for the SwissFEL Timing System includes:

Low-level software:
◊ Linux Kernel module
◊ mrfioc2: EVM and EVR EPICS device
support (driver)
◊ mrfioc2_regDev : EPICS module to
send and read arbitrary data across the
event timing network
◊ epics_bsread: EPICS module to support beam synchronous data acquisition
◊ All EPICS modules also run on Windows

2. Triggering Applications:
◊ Timing Master Application
◊ Complex Triggering Application: allows beamline users to build their own
complex control sequences which are
synchronized with the machine timing. This is achieved by defining and
adding custom sequencer events to
the incoming (original) event stream.

3. High Level Applications and user interfaces
◊ Topology tool (Figure 8): this tool helps
to quickly find a faulty port
◊ Synoptic Overviews

Figure 8: Example of a topology tool developed: Synoptic overview panel
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Upcoming Challenge:
Two-bunch Operation
The upcoming challenge of the SwisFEL machine is the so called “Twobunch operation” that will eventually enable both SwissFEL beamlines
(Aramis and Athos) to operate at the
nominal repetition rate of 100 Hz. In
the two-bunch accelerator operation mode, two electron bunches will
be accelerated within the same RF
pulse. To generate the two bunches,
two separate lasers will be used. By
controlling the relative delay of each
laser as described in the “Beam Rate
Control” section, the repetition rate of
each bunch will be controlled separately.
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An Open Source Control System
Framework for ALMA: How ESO and
Cosylab Shared a Mission
As a large international collaboration, the ALMA telescope project envisioned a standardization of the control infrastructure
to ensure a manageable integration of all subsystems. Together with ESO, Cosylab played a valuable role in building the right
control system framework, and provided expert support to achieve the high level of harmonization of the system control that
ESO was aiming for. ALMA’s breakthrough astronomy research vouches for its success.

ESO and the
Integration Challenge
ALMA (Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array) is the world’s largest
ground-based radio telescope for observations in the millimeter/submillimeter wavelength regime located
in the Atacama Desert, at an altitude
of 5000 m in northern Chile. ALMA,
to date, is also the most expensive
ground-based astronomical project,
costing between US$1.4 and 1.5 billion. Construction started in 1997 and
the telescope was fully commissioned
in 2013.
Since its beginnings, the European
Southern Observatory’s (ESO) ALMA
software project has been characterized by a great complexity: there was
a wide geographical distribution of its
development teams, they had diverse
development cultures and the number of developers and applications
that they would develop was expected to increase to very large numbers.
It was therefore considered essential
to adopt common software infrastructure, services and application frameworks on top of which control system
and high-level applications would
have been built in a consistent way.

“eso1336 ALMA Takes Close Look at Drama of Starbirth”

Key Challenges
To make the adoption of the ALMA
Common Software (ACS) a success,
three elements were seen as vital:
1. The ACS should be built on solid technological foundations and be extended to ALMA’s needs with high-quality
and well-maintained code
2. The development team should be
very familiar with the open-source

software development culture in the
scientific community
3. The development team should help
advocate the framework through established channels in the scientific
community, i.e. with scientific publications and presentations at scientific conferences, such as SPIE and
ICALEPCS
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Start of the Journey
To facilitate adoption of the new
framework [1, 2] by the development
community, it was decided that Cosylab’s experts would develop a prototype ACS for the ESO team to evaluate.
The prototype was positively received.
The code and architecture of the prototype were of such quality that the
final ACS framework was developed
as iterations on this prototype.
Thus, began the 14-year long business partnership between ESO and
Cosylab.
Cosylab would provide high-level experts to maintain the integrity of the
critical components of the ACS core,
thus maintaining a stable basis for
contributions from an ever-growing
ACS development user base from various labs and institutes.

Control Sheet

The Result of the
Cooperation
All the systems in the telescope array
have to operate in perfect harmony in
order to achieve the higher sensitivity and higher resolution of ALMA, in
comparison to earlier submillimeter
telescopes. This can only be done if
the ACS at the core is operating exactly as required. The more than 1000 scientific papers published since March
2013 [3] that describe astronomical
discoveries that are based on data
from ALMA, are evidence of the success of the ACS and the ALMA project
as a whole.
Together with ESO, Cosylab’s contributions achieved:
◊ High maintainability of the ALMA telescope software
◊ Meeting the performance and
throughput requirements
◊ A well-documented open-source core
code base, written by experts. This allows noncore experts to make contributions.
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Cosylab relied on this setup rather
than maintaining a separate repository in-house.
• Adaptation of Processes: Working on Big Physics projects requires
a flexibility with respect to tools and
processes from the development
partner. Even though Cosylab has very
strict quality norms through its own
ISO 9001 certification, they were willing and able to adapt to the specific
processes of the open-source project.

The Road Ahead
Such a long-term commitment from
a supplier in this domain is mutually
beneficial. For example, when ESO began work on the Extremely Large Telescope (ELT), it was natural to seek out
Cosylab to discuss the system architecture, in particular critical aspects of
the control system middleware. There
is an immediate common ground
based on the successes and lessons
learned from the cooperation on the
ACS.

Key Success Factors
Cosylab’s continued work on the development and maintenance of the
ACS over this stretch of time is a good
illustration of the kind of commitment
Big Physics projects require.
• Long-Term Commitment: The
construction of these projects run
over many years and certain aspects
(like workload, details of technology
choices) can evolve or change. The
software development partner needs
flexibly to adjust to those needs.
• Open Source Mindset: The development partner needs to be very
familiar with the open source nature
of the code. In the case of ACS, all the
code and documentation were maintained on a public website, so in order
to avoid duplication and redundancy,
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Visit with a TWIST
by Robert Modic

Some 40 talented kids from a nearby primary school “invaded” Cosylab one lovely day.
You know how kids are, BIG dreams, BIG ideas, limitless minds. We tried to match their
imagination with an inspiring talk about BIG science, BIG machines, BIG accelerators, and
BIG-BADA-BOOM experiments that mark the future of humanity.

We challenged the
kids to design a Proton
Therapy Centre.
First, we discussed how the PT facility
works and then we gave them four
practical tasks. Teachers helped group
the pupils according to their talents.
Each group received a task, that
would challenge their understanding of the concepts discussed
and also require groups to communicate to complete the task:

Kids in action

We started with some
particle physics basics
Through a discussion about accelerators the kids were able to discover
which particles can be accelerated
and how they are accelerated close to
the speed of light. They got feeling of
the sheer size of accelerator facilities,
and learned why there is a vacuum in
the beam lines, how it is possible for
particles to travel in a circle, how light
is obtained from the beam, and what
the beams are used for.

We talked about colliders, light sources, ADS (Accelerator Driven Systems
ADS), Proton Therapy (PT) machines
and how Cosylab is contributing to
the noble goals of these facilities. The
kids were just amazing; given a question they were quick to brainstorm,
and find a solution to the challenge.
Hey, so why not give the visit a
twist and put these bright minds to
some use? Well, we did just that…

1. ARCHITECTS had to draw the
surroundings, exterior and interior
of the building, the building plan
covering the accelerator and hospital premises, the common area,
and the irradiation room.
2. DESIGNERS had to assemble an
accelerator from the given parts
(vacuum pipes, cavities, power
supplies, gantry) and connect
them properly.
3. PROGRAMMERS had to write
a pseudo program that would
check the prerequisites for treatment and execute the treatment
protocol.
4. OPERATORS needed to calculate
the energy consumption of the
accelerator and the time to recover from a vacuum failure.
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Operators in contemplation

What followed was explosion of creative potential. It was interesting to
see how group dynamics evolved.

With a little help and guidance, the
groups did an amazing job.

One kid contributed ideas, another
became the coordinator of the group,
yet another would implement ideas,
someone would contribute some
healthy criticism or act as a mediator
when ideas clashed.

AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY
Robert Modic joined Cosylab in 2012, first working on
a timing system study for RAON. His other projects include ELI-NP, where he was responsible for the complete
timing system of the accelerator from writing down
the requirements, doing the design and managing the
implementation. He is currently the control system task
leader for MYRTE, the research and transmutation endeavour of the MYRRHA (Multi-Purpose Hybrid Research
Reactor for High-Tech Applications) research facility. In
his free time, Robert enjoys spending time out in nature,
hiking or cycling with friends and family; enjoying the
elements is his way of recharging.

Design of PT Synchrotron

12

Treatment (pseudo) program
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PICTURE BOARD
2nd RAPTOR workshop took place at OncoRay in Dresden.
RAPTOR initiative was started by Massachusetts General Hospital, University of Ljubljana and Cosylab.
RAPTOR initiative aims to develop real-time adaptive PT,
which would be able to generate a treatment plan and adapt
it to any changes with little prior information about the
patient.

EPICS Collaboration Meeting (ECM) took place 11-16 Nov
2018 at Australian Synchrotron (AS), Melbourne, Australia.
As an active user of EPICS, Cosylab contributed two
presentations to the meeting. One talk was about an EPICS
upgrade of the COSY machine, where we support FZ Juelich
in pursuit of the electric dipole investigation experiment
(JEDI). The second talk was about the EPICS integration work
we do for the ESS Cryoplants.

On December 4-6 there was another incarnation of the
microTCA workshop at DESY. It is focused on new development on microTCA.4. We attended with 3 people and also
had 2 presentations.
Urša presented Integration of MTCA.4 components in medical and scientific applications and Dušan present White
Rabbit based AMC timing receiver card for GSI/FAIR

Gift wrapping workshop at Cosylab.
We had a charity event for children from Youth
care centre Malči Belič, centre for children and
youngsters with emotional and behavioural
problems.

